Bring the savings
of natural gas to
your neighborhood
Consider switching to

natural gas

Less Costly. Cleaner. More Convenient.

New Lower Costs for the Natural Gas
Neighborhood Pilot Program
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission has approved an enhancement
to the Natural Gas Neighborhood Pilot Program that includes 40 feet of
gas main at no cost for customers.
PECO’s Natural Gas Neighborhood Pilot Program is designed to bring
affordable clean-burning natural gas to communities where it is currently
not available. The program spreads the cost of installation amongst
participating neighbors where infrastructure would otherwise be too costly
for individual customers. With flexible options to pay, including a monthly
charge on customers’ bills, the Natural Gas Neighborhood Pilot Program is
the perfect fit to achieve energy savings, comfort, and the convenience of
PECO natural gas.

Program Requirements
To be eligible to participate in the Residential Neighborhood Program:

• An existing natural gas main cannot be located directly in front of your
home.
• You must live in either Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Lancaster or
Montgomery counties and be eligible to receive PECO natural gas
service as a residential or Customer Assistance Program (CAP) customer.
• The project cost to bring natural gas to your community must be greater
than $15,000.
• At least 20% of all eligible customers along the proposed main extension
must agree to convert to natural gas within the first 18 months and sign
a contract.

Natural Gas Neighborhood Pilot Program

For project inquires and questions
related to the Residential
Neighborhood Gas Program,
please call 215-841-4006 or
email NaturalGas@peco.com
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Natural Gas
Neighborhood Pilot
Program Basics
Cost
PECO provides significant credits to reduce the cost of bringing natural
gas to your neighborhood. Any cost that exceeds credits provided by
PECO is paid by customers and referred to as the Contribution In Aid of
Construction, or CIAC.

Timeline
Several factors affect the timeline for individual projects, including the
complexity of installation and the size of the project. The estimated
timeframe for the entire process is six to nine months.

Step 1:
Evaluation

Step 2:
Applications

Step 3:
Contracts

PECO engages
residents to gauge
interest, feasability
and system capacity.

Non-binding
applications are
provided to each
resident.

A minimum of 20%
of residents need
to sign and return
contracts for project
to proceed.

Step 5:
Conversion

Installations are
scheduled with
one of PECO’s
contractors, and
residents are
informed of timeline

Your contractor
completes the
installation of
your natural gas
equipment, and
PECO installs your
gas meter.

Is natural gas clean?
Natural gas is the cleanest burning
fossil fuel. It is highly efficient and
emits considerably less carbon
dioxide, sulfur, nitrogen and
particulates.

What appliances use
natural gas?

How the Program Works

Step 4:
Installation

Natural Gas FAQs

See the next page
for further details
on the Residential
Natural Gas
Program’s steps.
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Natural gas can be used for a variety
of indoor and outdoor applications,
including heating, water heating,
cooking, clothes drying, fireplaces,
outdoor grills, fire pits, outdoor
lighting, sauna and pool heaters.

Why does natural gas smell?
PECO is committed to maintaining a
safe and reliable natural gas system.
PECO injects odorant in its natural
gas to give it a distinctive rottenegg odor to help alert customers of
potential issues. Learn more here.

How is natural gas sent to
my home?
PECO and its contractors will install
specialized underground piping,
which will connect your home to
the natural gas distribution system.
A PECO gas meter will be installed
to measure your home’s usage. This
eliminates the need for delivery
trucks and the large bills associated
with other fuels like oil and propane.
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Natural Gas Neighborhood
Pilot Program Steps
Step 1: Evaluation
Potential Natural Gas
Neighborhood Pilot Program projects are first evaluated for system
capacity, project route and financial feasibility before PECO engages
neighbors to determine their interest. An estimated cost based on several
participation levels will be provided to all neighbors along the project
route in Step 2.

Step 2: Applications
For neighborhoods that meet project evaluation requirements, PECO
will provide a first round of Residential Neighborhood Gas nonbinding
applications to each neighbor along the project route. Residential
Neighborhood Gas projects that meet and/or exceed the 20% nonbinding
application requirements will move into the formal design phase. Once a
design is completed, a second round of applications will be sent out with final
pricing for the gas main and service to the front or front side of the homes.

Step 3: Contracts
First- and second-wave applications will be tallied and formal contracts
drafted and mailed to all neighbors along the project route. In order to
proceed to installation, a minimum of 20% of customers must sign and
return contracts.

Step 4: Installation
Residential Neighborhood Gas projects that have met or exceeded the 20%
contract requirement will be staged for permit application and scheduling.
Gas main and service line installations are scheduled with one of PECO’s
natural gas contractors. Neighbors will be informed of the important dates
and timeline. Disclosure agreements outlining payment options are mailed
before installation.

Step 5: Conversion
Once gas main and service installations have been completed, your home
is ready for conversion. At this point, your plumbing or HVAC contractor
should complete the installation of your new natural gas equipment and
schedule your gas meter installation through PECO.
Take advantage of PECO’s Natural Gas Rebate Programs by installing
high-efficiency gas heating equipment and save up to $850.
Meter Installation Contacts
Schedule your gas meter through PECO’s local meter shop:
Delaware & Chester counties 610-490-3158

What Appliances Should
I Consider Converting?
Home Heating
(HVAC) Systems
Customers who choose to convert
their homes’ heating systems to
natural gas will see the greatest
savings. Natural gas heaters can
save up to 64% versus oil and
propane* and eliminate the need for
deliveries and large upfront billing.
PECO natural gas is billed monthly.

Water Heaters
Residential hot water heaters can
use natural gas to heat water for
your sinks, showers and washing
machines. Residential water heaters
come in a variety of designs and
sizes offering a greater recovery
and lower operating cost versus
other systems.

Ranges, Dryers, Fireplaces
A variety of residential equipment
can run on natural gas. Many home
chefs prefer natural gas ranges,
providing fast and even heat to their
favorite dishes. Gas dryers cost less
to operate than propane units, and
natural gas fireplaces offer beauty
and comfort.

Pool Heaters,
Gas Lamps, & More
PECO gas customers have the
flexibility and reliability of
natural gas for a variety of
appliances, including pool
heaters, stylish gas lamps,
backup generators and more.
To learn more about how
natural gas will bring savings
and comfort to your home,
click here.
*Source: EI’s 2009 Residential Consumption
Survey Pennsylvania based on average
space heating consumption of 48 million
Btu per household in PA. Derived from 50%
consumption by end use of total average
consumption of 96 million Btu. Historical
prices do not guarantee future savings.
www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/

Bucks, Lancaster & Montgomery counties 610-941-1586
Natural Gas Neighborhood Pilot Program
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Common Natural Gas Neighborhood Pilot
Program Questions
What are the payment options?
Customers participating in the Natural Gas Neighborhood Pilot Program have the option to pay the entire cost up front
or be automatically enrolled in the financing option included on monthly bills. The monthly option spreads the cost
over 20 years and includes interest. It also allows for customers to pay off the balance anytime in the future. Customers
will receive detailed payment information within a disclosure statement prior to gas service being installed.

When are customers expected to pay?
PECO will mail disclosure statements two to four weeks prior to installation. Customers who choose to pay the
entire cost up front will use the self-addressed envelope included with the disclosure statement to mail a check
to PECO. All other customers will automatically be enrolled in monthly payments, which will be reflected on their
PECO bills after a gas meter has been installed.

Are there rebates available to help cover the cost of natural gas appliances?
Yes! PECO offers several natural gas rebates including a $200 natural gas heat conversion rebate as well as a
$300-$500 rebate for installing qualifying high-efficiency furnaces or boilers. Rebates are limited to eligibility
and available funding. More information can be found at
peco.com/NaturalGasHomeRebates.
Useful Links:

How many natural gas appliances do I need to connect?

Natural Gas Neighborhood Pilot Program contracts require new customers
to install at least one natural gas appliance within 18 months of the
project’s completion.

What if I sell my home and I have not paid in full?
The gas main installation charges will be assigned to the home. If you
sell your home, the buyer of the home will be required to assume the charge.
The balance also could be paid off any time, including settlement. The home
seller must notify the buyer of the obligation to pay any remaining charges.

PECO Natural Gas Rebate Program
ENERGY STAR®
Natural Gas for Your Neighborhood
PECO Natural Gas Calculators

What if my neighbor decides to sign up a year later?

Locate an In-home Contractor (EAP)

For the next 20 years, all residents included in the neighborhood project
who connect after the initial installation of the natural gas main will pay
the same charge.

PA One Call

Attention Contractors & Home Renovators

PECO Emergency Hotline

Is your natural gas conversion project part of a home renovation or other
construction project?

Smell Gas? Leave the area and
report it immediately by calling
800-841-4141.

Please ensure you contact PA One Call before you begin digging or excavation.
Also mark all underground facilities within your property BEFORE and DURING
construction. Visit PECO’s Construction Safety to learn more.
Call 811 before you dig.
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